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Synopsis
We compute the higher-order statistics of the 3D spin displacement probability distributions measured with mean apparent propagator (MAP) MRI and
quantify microstructural tissue parameters such as the mean kurtosis (MK), axial kurtosis (K∥), radial kurtosis (K⊥) and kurtosis fractional anisotropy
(FAK). This extension of the family of MAP tissue parameters provides a direct link between the frameworks of MAP MRI and other advanced di៛�usion
techniques facilitating interpretation of �ndings in clinical MAP MRI studies in the context of existing literature on advanced di៛�usion MRI applications.

Purpose
We derive analytical expressions for computing the higher-order statistics of 3D probability distributions of spin displacements (i.e., di៛�usion
propagators) measured with mean apparent propagator (MAP) MRI1, and for quantifying microstructural tissue parameters2 conventionally derived with
methods that rely on the cumulant expansion of the MR signal phase, such as generalized di៛�usion tensor imaging (GDTI)3,4, and, in particular,
di៛�usional kurtosis imaging (DKI)5. This extension of MAP MRI provides the ability to make a direct quantitative comparison of MAP-derived parameters
and parameters obtained from other di៛�usion methods, and to compare and harmonize �ndings in the scienti�c and clinical di៛�usion MRI literature.

Purpose

We acquired high-quality di៛�usion MRI dataset (250x250x250µm3, TE/TR=36/700ms) in �xed ferret brain with di៛�usion gradients applied along
orientations uniformly sampled on the unit sphere at �ve b-values (bmax=13500s/mm2). We measured the di៛�usion propagators using MAP MRI (up to
order 6) and derived microstructural parameter maps of return-to-origin, -axis, and -plane probabilities (RTOP, RTAP, RTPP); total, axial, and radial nongaussianity (NG, NG∥, NG⊥); and propagator anisotropy (PA).
From the 3D di៛�usion propagators measured in the MAP MRI functional basis Ψ m
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is a diagonal scaling matrix. From μN we
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compute the cumulant tensors and higher-order di៛�usion tensors (HOTs) as described in , along with parameters such as mean kurtosis (MK), axial
kurtosis (K∥), radial kurtosis (K⊥) and kurtosis fractional anisotropy (FAK)2,5,8.
In addition, we directly analyze the DWI data with GDTI (order 6) by �rst re-orienting the q-vectors in the DTI reference frame (which is the same as in
MAP MRI) before �tting the data1,9. We measure the kurtosis tensors5 along with the DKI parameters MK, K∥, K⊥, and FAK, to compare with the MAPderived quantities.

Results
The moment tensors of MAP propagators derived analytically (Eq.2) were veri�ed by numerical integration. Fig.1 shows how GDTI (or DKI) analysis can
be performed directly in the DTI reference frame (just like MAP MRI1) by re-orienting the q-vectors (or b-matrices respectively) before �tting the data1,9,
without a៛�ecting the measurement of rotation-invariant parameters10 such as the MK, K⊥, K∥, and FAK2. Analyzing the data in the DTI reference frame9
“diagonalizes” the HOTs11 and may provide opportunities for regularization and sparse encoding.
Microstructural parameters MK, K⊥, K∥, and FAK derived from the higher-order statistics of MAP propagators showed good agreement with
corresponding parameters derived with GDTI/DKI (Fig.2) and complement the MAP MRI microstructural assessment (Fig. 3). Di៛�erences between the
parameters in Fig.2 may be attributed to truncations of MAP and GDTI series approximations.

Discussion
Computation of DKI parameters within the analytical MAP framework does not require numerical integration, and is therefore faster and more accurate
than methods that measure the propagators numerically, such as di៛�usion spectrum imaging (DSI)12.
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Due to the limited number of DWI measurements the truncation of the MAP (or GDTI) series approximation inherently leads to inaccuracies (small
oscillations) in the measured propagators for very large displacement values. While Eq.2 allows the exact computation of tensor moments (and HOTs)
with arbitrarily high order form MAP propagators, in practice, very high-order statistics may amplify these spurious oscillations in the propagator
approximations leading to physically inaccurate results.
Both MAP MRI and GDTI reconstruct the di៛�usion propagators analytically. The Gram-Charlier Series (GCS) approximates the GDTI propagator from its
cumulants using Gauss-Hermite functions3,13 similar to the MAP basis functions. However, the use of the physicists’ Hermite polynomials in MAP –
compared to the statisticians’ Hermite polynomials in GCS – may allow a more robust approximation of probability distributions14 with orthogonal
functions that have the desired asymptotic physical behavior1.

Conclusions
This study serve as cross-validation of MAP MRI and di៛�usion methods that rely on the cumulant expansion of the MR signal phase to quantify features
of the di៛�usion propagators. It extends the family of MAP microstructural parameters to include HOT-derived metrics, and shows that MAP MRI
subsumes not only DTI but also GDTI/DKI. More importantly, it provides a direct link between the frameworks of MAP MRI and other advanced di៛�usion
techniques facilitating interpretation of �ndings in clinical MAP MRI15 studies in the context of existing literature on advanced di៛�usion MRI applications.
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Figure 1: 2nd and 4th order HOTs measured with GDTI/DKI in the Laboratory (top) and DTI (bottom) reference frames. Like MAP MRI, GDTI/DKI analysis
can be performed in the DTI reference frame leading to a sparser representation of the HOTs.

Figure 2: MAP- and GDTI/DKI-derived microstructural parameters MK, K⊥, K∥, and FAK are in good agreement.
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Figure 3: MAP MRI -derived microstructural tissue parameters provide a comprehensive assessment of di៛�usion non-gaussianity and anisotropy.
Compared to the kurtosis measures MK and FAK (bottom row), the conventional MAP MRI parameters NG and PA (middle row) may quantify di៛�usion
non-gaussianity and anisotropy more comprehensively in regions with complex microstructure, including gray matter.
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